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QUESTION 1

What are two supported methods to add a new Contrail compute node using Contrail Command? (Choose two.) 

A. From the Web UI, add a new server and assign it as a compute node to the existing cluster. 

B. From the CLI on the Contrail Command server, edit the instances.yml file and add the new node information. 

C. From the CLI on the Contrail Command server, edit the command_servers.yml file and add the new node
information. 

D. From the CLI on the Contrail Command server, edit the testbed.py file and add the new node information. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/contrail19/topics/task/configuration/adding-newcompute-node-
cc.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about AppFormix Heat maps? (Choose two.) 

A. AppFormix Heat maps show historical performance at a glance. 

B. AppFormix Heat maps show a visual chart of the relationship between hosts and VMs. 

C. AppFormix Heat maps show real-time performance at a glance. 

D. AppFormix Heat maps show a visual chart of the relationship between control and config nodes. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/appformix/topics/concept/appformix-heatmap.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Your development team asks you to provision twenty exact copies of a three-tier application containing three VMs. Each
copy of the application must be on their own isolated network. The development team also wants to deploy more copies
in the future from a self-service portal. 

What will accomplish this task? 

A. Create a Heat orchestration template for the application and then launch twenty stacks using the Horizon dashboard
or OpenStack CLI. 

B. Use the Contrail fabric manager to define and launch all twenty stacks using an intent-driven automation feature. 

C. Create all twenty networks and launch each instance using the Horizon instance creation wizard. 

D. Create a Heat orchestration template for the application and then launch twenty stacks using the AppFormix user
interface. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You decide to create only host routes for each of your virtual networks in a project. Each virtual network is sent its
correct host prefix. When troubleshooting inter-VN connectivity, using the ping command, the response times out
between two virtual networks even though your policies allow for it. 

What is the problem in this scenario? 

A. The VMs do not have interfaces. 

B. Using host routes prevents the default route from being sent. 

C. Your VMs have incorrect DNS settings. 

D. The IPAM settings are incorrect. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements regarding tags, within the Contrail Security framework, are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. RBAC determines which user accounts can modify or remove attached tags. 

B. Tags are communicated from the control node to vRouters through route updates. 

C. Only the CSPadmin user account can modify or remove attached tags. 

D. Tags are communicated from the config node to vRouters through route updates. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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